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1. The activation of a high experiential and a high rational cognitive 
style results into less fluency and less flexibility in comparison to the 
activation of a high experiential and a low rational cognitive style 
(Chapter 2). 
2. The activation of a high experiential and a low rational cognitive 
style results into more fluency and flexibility in comparison to the 
activation of a low experiential and a high rational cognitive style 
(Chapter 2). 
3. The activation of a high experiential and a high rational cognitive 
style points to a destructive interaction between the two cognitive 
styles (Chapter 2).  
4. The significant positive relationship between teams’ experiential 
cognitive style and their ability to execute creative tasks disappears 
when experiential or rational environmental cues are introduced 
(Chapter 3). 
5. Resource-matching theory provides an interesting perspective to 
theorize how workplace settings influence the relationship between 
teams’ experiential cognitive style and their ability to execute creative 
tasks (Chapter 3).  
6. R&D workforce faultline strength (i.e., the degree of both internal- 
and cross-subgroup alignment) negatively impacts SME technological 
invention (i.e., the act of creating new technologies) for relatively 
small SME firms (Chapter 4). 
7. There is no significant moderating effect of organizational structure 
on the relationship between co-creation and radical organizational 
creativity (Chapter 5).  
8. Radical organizational creativity is stimulated by co-creation only 
when internal organizational support for creativity is lacking 
(Chapter 5). 
9. A piano has 88 keys which are not infinite...on its 88 keys the music 
that one can make is infinite (“The Legend of 1900”). 


